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Abstract— This paper discusses of all the consequences and
effects after the loss of electrical systems caused by hurricane
Maria on the island of Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico is in the
Caribbean and is very susceptible to catastrophes due to natural
events which cause different social effects in the population. In this
article, the major affected areas will be mentioned, from the water
and communications systems to health and the economy in Puerto
Rico after Hurricane Maria. We will mention the fragility of the
country's infrastructure and possible measures to re-establish these
services in the most expeditious manner. The disasters caused by
the hurricane on the island can be likened to the damage generated
by a terrorist attack, which can give us an indication of how to act
after a catastrophe.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The use of electricity is so commonplace for people in modern
countries that it has become an essential part of daily life.
Everything from, health, security, communications and
economic transactions depends on electricity in some way.
This is the case in Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico's electricity
consumption per capita is around 5GWh with a total
population of 3.5 million [3]. PR has the biggest electricity
consumption comparing to other major islands in the
Caribbean (e.g. Cuba: 1,434kWh, Jamaica: 1,055kWh,
Dominican Republic: 1,578 kWh).
The power generation, transmission and distribution system in
Puerto Rico is controlled by a single public entity known as
the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA) [1].
PREPA is the biggest public power utility in the United States.
There are seven different types of power sources, they can be
seen in Fig. 1[2]. The majority consumption of energy is at the
north of Puerto Rico and the production at the south, because
of this the transmission lines must cross the island’s
mountainous terrain. This creates difficult access for
maintenance and recovery of the transmission lines. In Fig. 2
shows where the biggest power consumption is concentrated
[3]. Also, when these lines or the generation is affected the
north and northeast is greatly affected creating long periods of
blackouts. The transmission lines that cross the island can be
seen in Fig 3.

As was mentioned before the majority consumption is in the
north and northeast. This unbalanced power generation and
consumption has affected the electrical services of the citizens
of Puerto Rico in this past days. One of the biggest blackout
due to human errors occurred September 21, 2016. The origin
of this blackout was the insufficient maintenance of equipment
that failed and caused a fire to break out in the Aguirre power
station [4]. This created some uncertainty and distrust in the
citizens towards PREPA [5]. Not even a year after the 2016
blackout, Puerto Rico was hit by hurricane Maria on
September 20, 2017, creating the biggest blackout in history,
not only for Puerto Rico, but also for the USA and still going
[6]. The atmospheric event has exposed how the island was not
prepared for the devastation caused by the total power and
communication loss; not unlike what could happen after a
coordinated terrorist attack [7].
Maria is not alone as the only hurricane that has caused costly
damages to the economy and the infrastructure in Puerto Rico.
Hurricane George on September 21, 1998, also wreaked havoc
and caused around $6 billion in combined infrastructure and
cost to the economy. At the time of writing this paper, Maria
has cost an estimated $50 billion in damages to infrastructure
and lost economic activity. [8].

Fig. 1. Percentage of the Generation of Energy by Type [2]
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A. Water and Sanitary System
The water treatment facilities and pumping stations should not
suffer much damage in an incident, man-made or natural, that
was centered on the electrical system. Still a complete blackout
would render the water authority out of commission. This was
the case during the aftermath of the hurricane. The pumping
stations lost power and only those who had cisterns had
running water [10]. Water quality is also an issue during the
emergency. Lack of power affected water quality monitoring
as many of the treatment facilities and laboratories were put
out of service. [11].

Fig. 2. Municipal Energy Consumption of Puerto Rico [3]

Fig. 3. Transmission and generation of Puerto Rico [3]
II. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM SECURITY
In most of countries, the different systems or products depend
of electricity to function or to be produced. A human error,
natural phenomena and terrorist attack could cause an electric
failure. Electric system failure creates discomfort on the
different users. Prolonged blackouts cause a domino effect that
affects society daily life and essential services. In Fig. 4 it can
be se the before and after the path of Maria.

Fig. 5. People struggling to get water in spring [12]
B. Communications
One of the greatest difficulties of an electric system failure
after the hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico is communication.
After nine days of the event, only 96 of the 1600
communication towers that extend throughout the island were
functioning. This is only equivalent to a total of 30%
accessibility of communication [13]. Currently, we all obtain
and depend on portable systems that allow us to communicate
from telephone lines and Internet [14].
Without access to communication, we are limited to acting in
our behalf when an emergency occurs since we cannot call the
police or call for an ambulance. Many people with necessities
were trapped in their homes when a simple call could save a
life. The lack of communication and information can have us
make terrible decisions which can generate more problems.

Fig. 4. Before and after blackout [9]
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Fig. 6. People looking for cellphone signal to reach families
and friends [11]
C. Health
The blackout was so massive, 3 days from the event there were
only 12 out of 69 working hospitals[15] Six days from the
event the hospitals that did have generators, required police
escorts for the fuel deliveries[16]. A month from the event
only 45 hospitals had grid power, 6 had been closed and the
remaining 18 were working using generators [17]. An order
was issued regarding the relocation of medications that were
not classified as controlled substances from pharmacies that
had no power to pharmacies that did have some sort of power
to facilitate the distribution to those in need[18]. Lack of
power in funeral homes caused a backlog in morgue hospitals,
to remedy this the government issued 911 cremations without
requiring autopsy. Among those cremated were people who
died due to unavailable dialysis machines or oxygen supply
[19][20].
The psychological effect of the prolonged blackout should not
be ignored. One study done on the people of New York after
hurricane Sandy found that: “The impact on mental health was
substantial, she concluded; there was a significant increase in
emergency room visits for substance abuse problems,
psychosis, mood disorders and suicides throughout the city.”
This could very well be compared to what a terrorist attack
would achieve [21].

Fig. 7. USNS Comfort was send to help the Island [22]
D. Economy
After the passage of Hurricane Maria, the population of Puerto
Rico had shortages of food, water, electricity, gasoline,
medical services, and among others, which generated a strain
on the economy of the country. Since there was a common
need, people lacked these services to the point of scarcity.
Without having means of distributing these services, people
did not have access to acquire anything, which means that
there is no money flow in the country. Another problem after
the event was the structural losses in the island, this includes
all the infrastructure of the country, hundreds of light poles
being found on the ground after the hurricane, hundreds of
families lost their homes and belongings, and several rivers
overflowed causing floods. These physical losses are all
economic losses for citizens and for the country. Economists
have an initial estimate $50 billion in damages to
infrastructure, and the productive capacity. [23]
The island received a very strong blow even in the shops.
Many large and small companies did not have the normal
demand that they commonly have. This caused several
companies to present large economic losses and in other cases
led to similar closures.
One of the consequences most felt in the population was the
way to acquire what little there was as there were no
communication systems and the only way to buy a product was
with cash. This caused everyone to withdraw large amounts of
money from their bank accounts, which caused shortages and
losses in banks, extremely long lines in front of the banks. The
banks established a moratorium on mortgages and car loans to
allow what little money remained in people’s hands to be used
during the emergency [24]. These were the results of this
problem.
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III. RECONSTRUCTION OF PUERTO RICO
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Fig. 8. Long lines at the banks after almost three weeks
without service [12]
E. Security
Due to the failure of the electrical system, a domino effect
begins where the security fails somewhat quickly. It starts with
the insecurity of the streets, when the electrical system fails
due to the signal lights not functioning, which creates
kilometric traffic. Without the electrical systems functioning,
car accidents are more probable at night due to poor vision
from the lack of having nocturnal electricity. This failure in the
transit also provokes that the first solution should be that the
political body directs the transit [25]. This induces that less
service from the police that spend their labor in making order
in the streets and enforcing the law as robberies and security
begin to increase [26][27]. Before hurricane Maria, the
political body was found working in the streets during the day
to control the transit that generates a physical waste that makes
less availability of the service of the police when it is needed
[28]. One of the solutions behind the passing of the hurricane
Maria in Puerto Rico were to find a curfew which prevents that
the people do not go outside at night, even though this was a
bit counterproductive now that it impedes that the people can
go out for some important reason or necessity [29].

Fig. 9. Man get a shoot in robbery of his gasoline cans. [30]

Quick response from the government agencies that oversee
crisis management is essential after a hurricane, terrorist attack
or other. This did not happen in Puerto Rico. The complete
electrical and communications system failure in with the added
obstacle of all the storm debris made this impossible.
“Many of the steps to be taken would be similar to those taken
in response to a major natural disaster, such as a hurricane:
that is, identify the damage, clean it up, repair equipment, and
restore power.” [7]. These are the steps a utility would take to
repair the grid. In Puerto Rico, PREPA, would be assigned
these tasks. It is a public corporation and because of this in
essence the government is in charge of the reconstruction
efforts. The local authorities do not have the man power to be
able to do this in a reasonable time. Outside help in the form
of aid from the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and the United States Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE). Additional help in the form of private contractors.
[31]
This hiring of private contractors is the first of the lessons
learned and certainly will not be the last. While getting the
right personnel to do the rebuilding of the grid is urgent
business, such decisions should not be rushed. This rushed
decision led to the hiring of the Montana based company
called Whitefish Energy Holdings. There were some
irregularities regarding the compensation and the how the
contract came into fruition. The total amount was to be $300
million on a no bid contract; highly unusual for a no bid
contract. This was more alarming since the company had only
two full time employees and the time of the signing. This
unleashed a controversy which only hindered the
reconstruction efforts. The contract was soon annulled [32].
While the government struggled to rebuild the badly injured
grid, the citizens turned to emergency generators. Larger
generators were also installed by the USACE in lieu of grid
power [33] [34].
IV. EXPERIENCE LEARNED AND PREPARATION
FOR FUTER EVENTUALITY
As it was stated before in this paper the response from the
government was slow and sometimes none. Meaning that the
preparation for natural phenomena like hurricane Maria
depends in most of the time in its citizens. One of the best
solution for the electricity problems is photovoltaic systems in
residence based in studies suggested in [36]. The U.S. Bureau
quicks facts of PR states that persons in poverty in Puerto Rico
is 43.5% and the median household income (in 2016 dollars) is
$19,606 [35]. Knowing the fact that all the Puerto Ricans may
not be able to buy PV systems to satisfies their power
consumption is suggested a small and economic PV system
supplemented by another fuel generator. By doing these long
lines in gas station and other fuel demands will be less.
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In Fig. 10 it can be see another low-cost alternative option for
this kind of eventuality. After Hurricane Maria, Dr. Efrain
O’neill, Dr. Marcel Castro, Dr. Erick Aponte with several
professors and students joined forces to design and construct
four portable PV systems to provide light and electricity to
small electric loads in rural towns in PR. The first Oasis de
Luz was installed at Jayuya, PR. A second project has been
installed in Caguas, PR. The remaining two projects will be
installed at Orocovis and Aibonito, PR. This project has been
sponsored by the IEEE Foundation, INESI, CIESESE, and
UPRM. Also, after Hurricane Maria, was created a Whatsapp
Group named OxygenPR with the intention to bring oxygen
tanks, and other supplies to elderly people in PR. Members of
OxygenPR are Dr. Eduardo Ortiz, Eng. José Maeso (CIESESE
Co-PI), Dr. Anastasia Kytsul (Russian Honorary Consul at
PR), Mr. Ismael Pagan (UPRM’s Civil Engineering Dept.),
students and faculty members, etc.

Figure 10: One of the oasis installed by UPRM faculty,
personal and students.
V. CONCLUSION
There are many lessons that can be learned from the passing of
Maria over Puerto Rico; these should not be soon forgotten.
Lessons such as supply chain and logistics for personnel
deployment, how to rebuild the grid over hazardous terrain
where after a terrorist attack bridges may be destroyed, and
roads blocked by debris, coordination of services without an
existing communication system, etc. These can be applied in
areas regarding the preparation and response to inclement
weather or man-made disruptions to the electrical system.
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